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SUMMARY

Slitter Machine Operator is responsible hard worker with over 9 years experience in the shipping 
and receiving industry warehouse,Manufacturing industry, and Customer Service Industry. Highly 
skilled in backstocking, order processing, order selecting, machine operating, and processing large
accounts, while consistently meeting deadlines.

SKILLS

Machine Operator, Material Handler, Forklift Operator, Order Processing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Slitter Machine Operator
Technicote Inc.  October 2015 – 2022 
 Typed instructions on computer keyboards, pushed buttons to activate computer program, to 

manually set cutting guides, clamps, and knives.
 Set machine up to specs for order make sure each cut is correct measurement down to the 

64th on some order requirements set arbors up for each roll depending on how many rolls are
needed for order.

 Made sure stock is correct brought by material handler, run rolls to customers desired length 
while making sure rolls are tight and no problems with material as its being run.

 Made sure the packer packs skids to customers specifications.
 Did inventory each month of roll stock, did material orders for materials used to pack and 

ready stock for shipping, Became lead operator which in turn anytime plant manager was out 
of the facility I was left in charge to answer any customer service calls make sure building was
closed properly and make sure other employees stayed on work duties and take care of 
shipping and receiving duties.

 Learned machine quickly runs at over 100% efficiency each month since.
 Used Mathematics, measuring,overhead crane,data entry,leadership decisions, Rf gun, 

inventory, shipping and receiving.

Slitter Machine Operator
Delta Corporation  2011 – 2015 
 Run Slitter Machine, Cleaned, Used caliber, used tape measure, cleaned products, made 

labels, packaged product for shipping.
 Operated slitter and spooler machines Set up and changed over the machines.
 Operated machine and set up, forklift, cherry picker operator and organized warehouse.
 Operated slitting machine by ensuring each piece of foam was measured and cut accurately, 

by following a blueprint and following mathematic .
 Ensured that pallets of foam was transported by forklift or pallet jack to the line in a timely 

manner.
 Measure completed work pieces to verify conformance to specifications, using micrometers, 

gauges, calipers, templates, or rulers Examine completed .
 Vast knowledge of Alcos, Primary 54 inch steel slitting line Assembles arbor setups down to 

the nearest 1/1000 in.

EDUCATION
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High School Diploma
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